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ABSTRACT

A truly collaborative post-production infrastructure must go beyond the concept of simple shared storage to solve the problems of 
large groups of editors working from the same source materials using nonlinear workflows. This paper analyzes the characteristics of 
the ideal technologies required to support collaborative post production, and also illustrates sample collaborative workflows for 
diverse use cases, including commercial post production and broadcast news, sports and documentary.

INTRODUCTION

Media post production, from broadcast news to series television to feature films, equates to visual storytelling through the assembly of 
multiple video, audio and graphic elements, representing in a given timeframe or timeline a series of real or fictional events. It’s a process 
that these days is more often than not collaborative, requiring the specialized skills of multiple artists within the video editing, audio 
editing and special effects creation domains. As the need for collaborative workflows becomes a business imperative, the technology 
supporting post-production tasks has had to accommodate the requirements for such group endeavor.

Gathering raw materials in a central location to enable the physical act of creation at the hands of multiple contributors is the primary 
requirement of any large-scale manufacturing process, and video post production is no different. Once this basic challenge is resolved, 
other requirements can be addressed that help achieve the desired outcome. Because of this primary requirement, post production is 
often equated to environments where the storage of raw video materials is centralized and all collaborators can access the content from 
their workstations, either locally or remotely. Many vendors have addressed this problem with products that provide centralized storage 
through the use of various technologies, such as storage area networks (SAN), network-attached storage (NAS) and clustered storage.
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STORAGE TECHNOLOGY IN COLLABORATIVE POST PRODUCTION

When the first IT storage technologies were applied to video post production, the immediate problem was an inability to move video 
content to computer-based editing tools with sufficient bandwidth and low latency. To get around this non-trivial issue, media were 
typically ingested onto each workstation’s local disk drives, where they were read and processed by first-generation editing software 
applications. Collaborative editing at this stage was implemented via physical exchanges such as “sneaker-net,” in which one team 
member worked on the material, saved it to disk, and then walked the disk over to the next collaborator. Workflows during this 
evolutionary stage were stitched together with manual material transfers, and these transfers required physical containers to 
transport the media, further promoting—or even imposing—task serialization. 

As IT storage and networking technologies evolved, second-generation storage solutions began to leverage advances in fiber-optic 
technology to provide bandwidth and latencies not previously possible. During this time shared storage started to replace the 
“single-operator island” of the earlier editing tools, albeit at the high cost and complexity of ATM and Fibre-Channel-based optical 
networks. These advances laid the foundation for nonlinear editing (NLE) systems such as Avid® Media Composer®, Apple® Final Cut 
Pro® and Adobe® Premiere® Pro to become even more entrenched in post-production workflows.

In the next phase of evolution, pervasive IT networking technologies such as gigabit Ethernet eliminated latency constraints, leading to 
the introduction of Ethernet-based shared storage systems, such as Harmonic MediaGrid, that could be deployed at a fraction of the cost 
of their predecessors. This technological milestone became the tipping point for collaborative workflows and fostered the development 
of advanced, enterprise-level shared storage for post production. Only when shared storage eliminated the need for material transfers 
did it became possible to truly simplify workflows and ease the requirements for task serialization. We began to see the emergence of 
workflows that took the NLE concept to a much more effective level. End-to-end, file-based workflows were now viable.

Media storage for broadcast and video production is typically optimized for the immediate and particular use for which it is deployed. In 
production, where materials go directly from capture to transmission, storage must be suited for real-time, baseband input and output; 
in other words, it needs to be high-performance and highly available, and support very high bandwidth. For post production, with its 
subsequent re-arrangement of recorded media, performance requirements are somewhat lower but other characteristics become more 
important, such as the ability to support a high degree of parallel accesses and much larger storage capacities.

Regardless of the application, end users of the ideal storage infrastructure should not need to be concerned about where or how the 
video materials are made available to them. An effective infrastructure management layer should provide for storage virtualization in 
terms that are compatible with the workflow utilized every day. Shared storage for post production must contain all of the materials 
needed for all active projects at any given time, including new, currently active and completed projects, which might be used as 
sources for subsequent projects. Shared storage must also satisfy access requirements imposed by the nonlinear editing applications 
and tools used by the collaborative group. Adequate, sustained performance (in terms of bandwidth and latency) is critical for the 
toolsets used in the workflow.

Reliability and availability are the other critical requirements of the ideal shared storage solution. When the work of an entire 
organization depends on a common infrastructure, outages or the inability to access content when needed are costly and can impact 
the organization’s overall mission.
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ACTIVE MANAGEMENT IN COLLABORATIVE POST PRODUCTION

As the industry and supporting IT technologies continue to evolve, companies can now address most collaborative post-production 
requirements via their technology infrastructure. Additional functional requirements can be satisfied by implementing four discrete 
management disciplines in an environment already enabled for centralized shared storage:

Asset Management
The unmanaged use of a large number of assets by a large number of users over an extended period of time is a recipe for chaos. 
Companies that adopt shared storage for post production quickly discover that it requires considerable discipline, effort and 
overhead to maintain the production environment in a state that is conducive to productive work. Managing assets through a 
post-production workflow requires lifecycle management, access control and, in some cases, asset instantiation management.

User Management
In a collaborative production environment, not all members of a group have the same responsibilities or require the same access 
privileges to the available facilities and functions. A collaborative post-production solution must provide the mechanism for 
enforcing the permissions granted each member of the team. Failure to manage users and their capabilities over the environment 
may lead to accidental material deletions and stoppages in the workflow.

Process Management
In addition to accessing the basic post-production tools, users need to interact with other members of the group. At a basic level 
these interactions involve the exchange of materials and intermediate work products, but they can also become formal process 
exchanges among workgroups and with elements of the production environment (e.g., transcoders, render engines).

Resource Management
Even the largest and most-capable collaborative production environment has limited physical resources that are more difficult to 
manage when they are shared by a group of individuals. The most obvious resource is storage; others may include centralized 
contribution/ingest channels, number of available edit/browse seats, bandwidth allocation and distribution chanels.

Asset
Management

User
Management

Process
Management

Resource
Management

Collaborative Post-Production Solution Components
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COLLABORATIVE WORKFLOWS

Commercial Post House
Post houses are service-based companies that perform various film and video post-production functions on behalf of other companies, 
such as advertising agencies, corporations, broadcasters, production companies and cable networks. Though many post-production 
companies specialize in a given service, such as sound design and mixing, most provide a combination of services, including video 
editing, visual effects (or VFX), color correction, sound, digital dailies, format conversion, subtitling and captioning.

Because post houses tend to serve a diverse group of clients, their workflows demand great flexibility from their infrastructure. A post 
house’s work may begin or end on different steps in the workflow based on the particular project being addressed. In general, a typical 
post-house workflow consists of the following steps:
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1. Ingest. Baseband feeds (from the house’s video network) are ingested via an ingest appliance and are transferred to storage via 
an FTP or active transfer. Alternatively, the ingest operation may take place using the hardware resources of an NLE workstation 
to ingest materials as part of the video editing process (e.g., just before or during editing).

2. File-Based Ingest and Video Editing. Using an NLE workstation, the editor employs a client application such as FilmPartners 
MXFserver to select the project where the materials have been ingested and connect to the project. Acquisition-based files may 
be ingested directly into shared storage. The editor uses the NLE to edit the materials and create a timeline. If the project requires 
the collaboration of multiple editors, each editor connects to the same project and co-edits the materials accordingly (e.g., by 
dividing the timeline in segments and assigning each segment to each editor).

3. Audio Editing. Once the timeline created by the video editor(s) reaches “video lock,” an audio editor can connect to the project 
using a digital audio workstation (DAW) such as Avid ProTools™. The audio editor will be able to access the video timeline and 
design a new audio track using production and stock audio. The audio editor stores the finished audio track within the project’s 
file structure and notifies the video editor, who then conforms the audio tracks on the video timeline. The video and audio 
editing phase is now completed.
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4. Export. The video editor exports a self-contained video file to a distribution watch folder. Alternatively, the video editor may 
export a QuickTime reference file to be conformed by a file-based transcoding solution, such as Harmonic’s ProMedia® Carbon, 
by placing it in a pre-configured watch folder.

Broadcast News Workflow
News broadcasters require extremely abbreviated workflows because of the short shelf life of much news content. News 
broadcasters try to deserialize the post-production phase as much as possible to gain an advantage over competitors.
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Broadcast News Workflow Diagram

1. Ingest/Contribution. Baseband feeds (from the house’s video network) are ingested via a video server and are transferred to 
shared storage via an active transfer operation, which targets the appropriate project file structure within the storage system. 
Centralized file-based ingest may also occur at this stage to move content quickly from acquisition media to central storage, 
generate proxies and register content with the facility’s production asset management system.

2. News Stories. Using the station’s newsroom computer system (NRCS), the journalist acquires a variety of text feeds related to a 
given news event and starts creating the story’s (or segment’s) textual component. This development may also include pre-
selecting the video materials to be used as the visual backdrop for the story and creating a basic timeline sequence. The story is 
included with the rundown by the NRCS, including a MOS holder for the subsequent video component.

3. Video Editing. Through the NLE GUI, the editor uses a client application to select the project where the materials are being 
ingested and connects to the project. The editor uses the NLE to edit the growing materials and create a timeline.

4. Export. The video editor exports a self-contained video file to the playout server or distribution watch folder. Alternatively, the 
editor may export a QuickTime reference file to be conformed via a properly defined watch folder.

5. Rundown Import. Using an application such as S4M ClipJOCKEY®, the exported video (now on the video server) can be imported 
directly into a MOS container for the rundown.
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Broadcast Sports Workflow
Sports broadcasters share news broadcasters’ abbreviated workflows but are also concerned with requirements that are unique to their 
business. Post production is often included as part of live sports production to create event highlights while the event is still in progress. 
Sports content syndication also relies on post production to adapt live-event recordings to the formats required for this type of distribution.
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1. Ingest/Contribution. Baseband feeds (from cameras in the sporting venue or from the house video network) are ingested via a 
video server such as Harmonic Spectrum™ X or EVS XT2 and are active-transferred to shared storage. The transfer operations are 
initiated from the server and target the appropriate project file structure within central storage.

2. Video Editing. Through the NLE GUI, the editor uses a client application to select the project where the materials are being 
ingested and connects to the project. The editor uses the NLE to edit the growing materials and create a timeline.

3. Export. The video editor exports a self-contained video file to the playout server or distribution watch folder. Alternatively, the 
editor may export a QuickTime reference file to be conformed via a properly defined watch folder. 

4. Playout. The exported video may be played out from the playout server under the control of the house automation system.
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Broadcast Documentary Workflow
Many broadcasters, especially public broadcasters, produce documentaries as one of the major areas of their business or public 
charter. The workflow used to produce this type of material is not too dissimilar from the workflow used for movie productions. In 
most cases, documentary production is a more informal endeavor that follows similar steps.
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 Broadcast Documentary Workflow Diagram

1. Ingest/Contribution. Video content is brought to central ingest and transferred to shared storage. This step can be a daily 
process that is carried out over a long period of time. Typically, a proxy is either ingested from source materials such as XDCAM 
discs or transcoded from the high-resolution materials using a system such as Harmonic’s ProMedia Carbon.

2. Video Clip Logging/Dailies. As soon as the video materials become available to the production team, they go through a 
process of triage. The producer, director and other collaborators evaluate the content and select the clips to be included in the 
final production. For this task, a proxy creation and management application such as Harmonic ProBrowse™ can be used. 
Alternatively, MXFserver MediaBrowser can be used to log materials and start building EDLs, which can be stored directly into the 
project and imported into the NLE.

3. Video Editing. Through the NLE GUI, the editor uses a client application to select the project where the high-resolution materials, 
proxies and EDLs have been stored. After connecting to the project, the editor uses the NLE to import the EDLs and edit the 
high-resolution materials. If the project requires the collaboration of multiple editors, each editor connects to the same project 
and co-edits the materials accordingly (e.g., by dividing the timeline in segments and assigning each segment to each editor).

4. Audio Editing. Once the timeline created by the video editor reaches video lock, an audio editor connects to the project using a 
DAW. The audio editor will be able to access the video timeline and design a new audio track using production and stock audio. 
The audio editor stores the finished audio track within the project’s file structure and notifies the video editor, who then 
conforms the audio tracks on the video timeline. The video and audio editing phase is now completed.

5. Export. The video editor exports a self-contained video file to the playout server or distribution watch folder. Alternatively, the 
editor may export a QuickTime reference file to be conformed via a properly defined watch folder.
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CLIENT BENEFITS

A collaborative post-production solution provides the following client benefits:

1. An open-standard-based solution that supports the leading post-production toolsets without forcing users to adopt the 
proprietary interfaces normally associated with them.

2. Elegant, low-overhead support for the post-production active management functions required to manage collaborative 
workflows: asset management, user management, process management and resource management.

3. Nonlinear, project-based workflows that accommodate asset-sharing via a file virtualization engine that protects source  
materials throughout the workflow. Virtual silos prevent unauthorized access to materials and enforce a quota system for  
shared physical resources.

4. A massively scalable, shared-storage infrastructure that is designed for media workflows and can be sized according to the needs 
of the business without requiring down time.

5. A shared-storage infrastructure that uses high-speed, widely available Ethernet networking to interconnect workstation clients 
to a large pool of shared content .

6. Storage infrastructure virtualization that supports the leading post-production tools via a virtual native environment. These tools 
work as they do in their proprietary native environments.

7. Automated transcoding toolset that transforms materials to the required wrappers and formats at each step of the entire 
post-production workflow.

8. Process automation that can trigger actions within the workflow according to asynchronous events in the environment.
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CONCLUSION

Open-standard, collaborative post-production solutions are the exception rather than the general rule in an industry full of 
repurposed shared-storage products. Leveraging proven IT technologies can bring cost benefits to any media industry solution by 
spreading research and development costs over the wider and much larger IT market, but unless a given solution satisfies the unique 
media production requirements, the cost benefit may be lost to lower productivity.

A collaborative post-production solution should leverage proven IT technologies while also satisfying the strict requirements imposed 
by best-practices media production. Ultimately, the differentiator for a market-leading solution must be in the way the solution 
accommodates and supports the human activity and interactions required for state-of-the-art collaborative post production.


